
                                                                                                                                                               



EDITORS NOTE
We have seen a big increase in young people

joining NBU over the last few months I would like
to use this opportunity to address them. You will
hear a lot of lies and rumours, black propaganda,

about our movement, from left and right. The
left mainly because they need hate filled nazi
racist shock stories to justify their existence.

Hope not Hate and Search light make a living out
of attacking the so called far right so anything

they come up with should just be ignored. 

It is a fact that socialist and communist violence
existed before Fascism was ever thought of. It
continues to exist to this day. When faced with
really serious and unanswerable political and
social ideas, the red response is always one of
extreme violence. Mosley said; "in our case it
was clear beyond a shadow of doubt that the

initiative in violence came not from us but from
our opponents. we assembled to hold peaceful
meetings and to present a reasoned case, and

others attacked our meetings for the purpose of
breaking them up. They attacked and we

defended." 

The whole basis of leftist thinking is an
imperative to destroy all organic or natural forces
in society, such as race, nation, family and even
marriage, and replace them with a grey, boring,
ugly utilitarian world bereft of any motive other

than the pursuit of materialism. Such a world can
only be foisted onto people by extreme

intolerance and violence. Anyone who stands in
the way of this brave new world has to be
silenced. We must expose the hatred and

violence of the left at every opportunity, the time
has come to set the record straight. 

Our friends on the right will also attack us, the
nationalist movement is riddled with infriltrators
and useful idiots, it always has been. Every group
that begins to gain traction will be attacked, that

is not a problem in its self, the problem is that
some members believe the lies. 

Remember, anyone attacking the leadership and
officers of NBU no matter who they are, are

your enemy and the enemy of this movement,
they should be treated with the contempt all

traitors and pliers of poison deserve.

Loyalty is the key to our continuing success.
Loyalty above all else, loyalty to leader comrades
movement. True Blackshirts understand this as

they understand the need for discipline and
structure. We are building a new movement to

take the truth of Mosleys message to the people
our enimies will stop at nothing to silience us, do

not fall for their grubby lies. Stand tall stand
proud stand for fascism.

GARY RAIKES

The views expressed in this publication are not
necessarily those held by either The Blackshirt,

this publication’s editor, or by anyone else
associated with the publication itself. 

This publication and its editor reserve the right to
edit any and all contents when and where

considered necessary. 
All artwork, photographs and articles remain the

intellectual property of the original artists and
photographers. 

All issues of The Blackshirt may be viewed at: 
 

www.newbritishunion.co.uk

                                                                                                                                                               



Basic Principles of
the NBU

1. We support the rollback of the so-called
modern westernised democratic system. This is
not to say that we are undemocratic. Our aim is
to install the responsibilities of government to

our people through leadership, partnership and
cooperation. We shall install accountability at all
levels possible within both the public and private

market sectors. Our intent is to return political
power to the people by challenging Capitalism,

Socialism and Marxism at every opportunity. We
will return the wealth generated within our

society to those who worked for it and earned it.
Through these measures, true democracy shall

be attained by the people of Britain.

2. We support a proportional representation
voting system, thus allowing the smallest of

voices a chance to be heard whilst directly taking
away the power of the current political elite and
their “first past the post” electoral sham. Initially
we propose to maintain a five year term of public
office. On winning a second term, we propose to

install a “Yes / No” vote to be held at the five
year anniversary. Yes to remain in office, no to

call a general election.

3. We support a two-tier legislature consisting of
an upper house (the Commons) and a lower

house (the Chamber of Corporations, formally
the House of Lords). The Commons will be
elected by the people and will be the sole

instrument of government. The Chamber of
Corporations would be a debating chamber
looking at the wider “macro” world issues,

advising the Commons on matters of future
internal and foreign policies with a view on world

economics and their factors.

Men and Women shall be elected to sit in the
Chamber of Corporations by people on the basis

on industry, with the larger industries carrying

more seats. This will eliminating the need for
lobbyists and competing special interests as

every “interest” would have equal and
established representation. Some of the existing
Peers shall be retained in government, with the
remainder being returned to their residences to
be called upon should their specific knowledge

be required.

4. The NBU proposes to remove Britain from the
European Union, instead engaging into a free

trade agreement. Our belief is that the EU as a
body should serve the countries of the EU in a

facilitating role, indentifying manufacturing
needs with supplies across members states, not
sitting above elected Governments imposing the
will of Marxists and Socialists who proliferate the

EU legislature in great numbers. Britain is and
shall remain a sovereign state.

5. The military will be considered one of the
highest forms of service to the nation. Military

service would initially be voluntary except when
necessity dictates, with a long term view of

reinstalling a Two (2) year National Service for
young men and Women on reaching Eighteen

(18) years of age. Serving your country will open
to both genders though women would not be

allowed in ground combat zones.

6. We support an economy based on fair
competition and class unity. Our hope would be
to make obsolete Trade Unions as they would be
unnecessary within a functional Fascist state, but
they will not be banned as long as they act in the
interest of their members and not of any political

movement. Industry codes (regulating prices,
quality control, hours, workers benefits and

wages etc) would be established by the mutual
agreement of workers and ownership and from

that time forward compliance would be enforced
by the government. Programs would encourage

citizens to favour native-produced products;
otherwise, free trade is fine provided it is on an

equitable basis.

7. We believe every country should have a firm

                                                                                                                                                               



moral code, with Britain’s being reflective of the
teachings of Christianity. Freedom of religion

however would not be absolute. Oswald Mosley
wrote that a British Fascist government should

support the work of the Church and it shall. The
government will recognise that the Church of

England is the sole religious heir and will
endeavour to promote the aims of the Church of

England within British society.
An NBU Government shall also embark on a

programme of cultural restoration, through its
labour programme, which shall see investment
placed into abandoned, neglected or derelict

churches, returning them to society for use by
the people. The NBU does not support the

compulsory adherence to religion.

8. The NBU considers that every Country should
have a unity of purpose and a core set of values.
British Fascism recognises that government has a
duty to its people, not vice versa as we see today.

Fascism would aim at the ultimate abolition of
the multi-party system, but it would not set out

to destroy such if it serves the public interest and
the people demand it. British Fascism welcomes

all to join, but also recognises that it may not
appeal to all. In such instances, should people

wish to emigrate from a British Fascist state, then
the government would put into place

mechanisms to facilitate such departure.

9. Borders will be strictly enforced with security
forces on the national frontiers. Anyone entering
the nation illegally will be deported. Immigration

will be tightly controlled to allow in only those
who would be productive citizens and who would

be most able to adapt into the cultural
mainstream of the home country. A

comprehensive identity card system will be
introduced. our belief is that a successful country

should have one people, one flag, one main
language, one value system and so on.

Multiculturalism in the terms of open boarder
immigration does not work, leading to a

dysfunctional and splintered society. Not all
regions within Britain may be able to follow this

exactly (some have dual languages) but the point

is understood. It is felt that immigrants must in
general adapt to the traditions of their new

country of residence, as such, countries should
not and cannot be expected to adapt to

immigrants.

10. In the area of foreign policy we believe in
peace through strength. It is in the nature of
strong and vibrant nations to economically

expand, whereas weak and decaying nations
withdraw. Foreign policy is to look after the

national interests on the world stage and that
should be taken seriously, simply and

unambiguously. Kindred nations should be
supported as friends, while those of hostile

ideologies or beliefs should be countered should
they pose a threat to world peace. Nations that

desire assistance or protection from your country
should be given it, but should also expect to give
something in return for this service. No one, at
home or abroad, should expect something for

nothing. All British overseas dominions and
territories will be protected without hesitation

should protection be sought.

11. On social issues, there is a reason “traditional
values” became traditional in the first place.

Recognition should be given to large families. A
healthy nation is one with a growing population.
The state should support large families. People

should take pride in their family name and
history and take care to do it honour. All of these
traditional values were formed, not because of
arbitrary custom, but out of self-preservation.

Views on issues such as abortion, homosexuality
and contraception can be divisive issues, but the
views of the state and its citizens will be taken in
to account. Referendums can be held on all these

matters if necessary.

12. National strength and cohesion must be
maintained. This means having institutions at
every level of society that promote patriotism

and a proud and strong public. There should be
an emphasis on physical fitness, best done

through schools, national sports academies or
existent youth groups such as the Scouts. Sports

                                                                                                                                                               



that embrace competition and the struggle for
excellence should be promoted. Schools will also
be directed to teach British history, warts and all,

with focus on our national traditions, love of
country, exercise, discipline and practical skills.

13. The Media should not be restricted, however;
the media must recognize their responsibility to

report the news in a natural fact discovering
unbiased basis, not one coloured by a particular

political view or political wish. News must
broadcast facts and events, not the wishes of any

one media mogul or newspaper editor. The
media must step up and openly recognise the
power and influence it has over the general
population, a power not invested in them

through a democratic process, but one attained
in a purely commercial world and to their own

financial betterment. As Fascists we firmly
believe that accountability breeds responsibility.
Irresponsible persons within the media will be

prosecuted.

14. We think education should be realistic,
practical and geared toward national strength

and productivity. Lower schools should be used
to determine the gifts of the student and higher

education should refine those gifts. Not everyone
is cut out for university. Universities should focus

on making the pupil the master of his or her
chosen future profession. Courses should be

offered that serve some practical purpose which
will enable the graduate to become a productive

member of a modern society.

15. The welfare state; it is and shall remain the
duty of the government to support those within
its nation. As a statement of principle; within a
British Fascist society it is recognised that the

welfare state was formed to support those that
need help, not cushion those that do not wish to
work. Therefore, a full review of the welfare state

and its application will be applied once all the
facts and figures associated with this subject are
known. The NBU recognises that a Government
has a duty of care to its people and it shall act

within this principle.

16. The NBU challenges general unemployment.
Rather than reward fit unemployed people with

money taken from those who earned it,
unemployed people will be enrolled in public

works projects so that more men and women will
know the benefits of manual labour and social
spirit empowered through team work. These

public works projects will provide manpower for
building projects and infrastructure maintenance

while giving the dignity of work to the
unemployed.

17. Human Rights Act; on leaving the EU the NBU
will suspend the Human Rights Act so to allow

time for the act to be reviewed and returned to
legislature as a workable law opposed to a shield

behind which villains and terrorists hide. The
NBU is mindful that every person has

unassailable human rights, which protect them
from torture and other wrong doings. But we are

duty bound as a responsible Government to
remove aspects of this act that offer protection

to the shameful.

18. The leadership principle. The leader of
the nation (call him what you will) should by a

source of unity and national leadership. He
should not be subject to the whim of popular

opinion. In order to maintain a coherent foreign
policy he must be above the political process, a

permanent fixture on the national scene.
Domestic policy would largely be handled by the

Commons with the leader approving or
disapproving legislation. However, issues of

foreign policy and national defence should be his
responsibility alone which will provide stability.

                                                                                                                                                               



BOOK REVIEW
The Land and the People (British

Union Agricultural Policy)
By Jorian Jenks

A facsimile reprint Third Edition 2008

Jorian Jenks was a farmer and a member of the
BUF. He advised on appropriate agricultural

policy to support farms and farmers and preserve
green space. This 8 page pamphlet starts with a
an overview of the demise of British agriculture.
"For at least sixty years Britain`s agriculture has

been going downhill. Since 1870, when the flood
of imports first assumed formidable dimensions,

we have lost no less that 6 1∕4 million acres of
ploughland, including nearly 4 1∕2 million acres

of cereals."[1] 

"This tragic decline is not due to natural causes."
"The blight which hangs over the countryside is

the blight of persistent and deliberate neglect on
the part of those responsible for our economic

policy. No nation has a greater need of
productive agriculture; no nation has made less
effort to achieve it."[2] Jenks then continues to
zero in on the causes of malnutrition, such as
foreign food imports. The loss of millions of

farmworkers and farmers from the land because
cheap food imports drove them off the land

when they could not sell their produce.

Jenks then sets out proposals to reduce imports,
conserve the land, re-populate farmland,

recondition land that has fallen out of use,
safeguard the British market, create an

Agricultural Corporation within the Corporatist
State, and stabilize food prices. Although Jenks'

BUF policies were never put into use, the
government did adopt some of his ideas in the
1930's and 40's. These included protectionist

policies, mandatory land purchases of
mismanaged farms and a move towards

agricultural self-sufficiency. Jenks' ideas, as
introduced, have returned much farmland to

productive use in that 'green and pleasant land.'

Jenks was arrested under Defence Regulation
18b and interned in Walton Gaol until 1941, after

application to the oversight committee of the
Home Office, he was released and he then

returned to farming. Since he was not a BUF
official and had not been an organizer or

inspector or other official, he was more usefull
feeding the people than sitting in a British prison

or concentration camp. 

By David Clarke NBU CANADA

[1] The Land and the People. Page 1

[2] Ibid. Page 1.

                                                                                                                                                               



FASCISM
By Dr Paul Hayes

Published by George Allen & Unwin Ltd, 1973

This book sets out to clear away many of the
current confused ideas and misconceptions

concerning the origins and nature of Fascism.
Widespread use of the term 'fascist' as an all

purpose pejorative epithet has contributed to
the confusion, and this kind of misuse has led to
misunderstanding of the historical development

of variant fascist forms. In this book Dr Hayes
explores the roots of fascist theory and seeks to

place the phenomenon of fascism in the
historical context.

The first section deals with the intellectual
origins and examines the constituent strands and

development of fascist theory, including
discussion of race, the idea of the elite and

leader, nationalism and the influence of
militarism.

The book then goes on to look at fascism in
action and a brief discussion of the nature of

recent and contemporary regimes.

NEW NATIONAL
YOUTH LEADER

Hello all. My name is John Dench, and I'm going
to be the youth officer for the NBU. Long have I
observed the degeneration of society and the
youth of Britain, primarily a result of media,

although there may be other causes. It seems
today like all you see is violence in movies and

sex on T.V. But where are those good old
fashioned values on which we used to rely? The

media has greatly corrupted our youth, so it's our
job as the ones carrying the torch to sort that
out. Furthermore the rise of the Middle Class

"socialists" and coca-cola communists who have
never experienced true working class conditions
as I have. They merely adopted the darkness. I

was born in it, moulded by it. As the youth officer
I am hoping to bring more young people into the
New British Union and hopefully I will succeed.
Fascism truly must be the future of Britain, but
the trick is convincing the populous that it isn't
something awful to fear and hate. We need to
break the socialisation and indoctrination into

weak pluralism that is so prevalent in our schools
and very lives. I consider myself relatively well in-
tune with Generation Z, most of all because I am
in that generation. I believe in my ability to bring
scores of new young people to the British Union
and I hope with all my heart I succeed. God save

the Queen and God save Britain, this is John
Dench for The Blackshirt. 

                                                                                                                                                               



WHEN BRITISH
FASCISTS WON

ELECTIONS
By Robert Best

   It is often erroneously claimed by their Marxist
and Zionist extremist opponents that British
Fascists and National Socialists were never
successful at the ballot box during the last

century. In fact, the converse is true as they won
several elections. Arnold Spencer Leese and his
comrade Henry Simpson were the first elected

British Fascists elected to Stamford Council
during 1924. Leese eventually left Miss Rotha

Lintorn-Ormon's British Fascists (BF) dismissing
them as merely "conservatism with knobs on"

and he founded his own organisation the
Imperial Fascist League (IFL) which advocated a

"Racial Fascist Corporate State" and Money
Reform. Sir Oswald Mosley invited Leese and

Henry Hamilton Beamish to speak at a meeting
of his New Party NUPA Youth Movement

(Greyshirts) on the 27th April 1932 on the
subject of "The Blindness of British Politics under

the Jew Money-Power" and Mosley was the
chairman of the meeting. Despite the later rivalry

of Mosley's British Union of Fascists (BUF) and
Leese's IFL, some British Fascists held dual

membership of both the BUF and IFL, and the
BUF's Blackshirt Bookshop in Canterbury sold IFL
pamphlets from 1939 until the outbreak of the
disastrous European Brothers' Civil War, which

Mosley and Leese opposed, and who were both
interned without charge or trial under the

notorious Regulation 18B by the British
Government warmongers as a result, along with

thousands of their followers and other Peace
with Germany activists.

   In January 1934, the "Daily Mail" and the "Daily
Mirror" supported Mosley's BUF and

membership rose to 50,000 throughout Britain.

The Editor, Viscount Rothermere had pointed out
to "British" Communist Party critics who accused

the new iron creed of Fascism being a "foreign
import" that if our British ancestors had been

equally stupid we would have had no law and no
football as these were also invented by Italians,
and that Fascism is a nationalist creed in every
country of the world just as the British Navy is
distinct from the Italian Navy, and furthermore

that the Reds' hero Karl Marx was a German Jew.
Lord Rothermere abandoned his brief backing for
the BUF due to pressure from Jewish advertisers

who threatened to boycott his newspaper
(although he continued to support Hitler and
Mussolini until the start of the War). In 1936,
Mosley expanded the title of his party to the

British Union of Fascists and National Socialists
(BUFNS) but his Movement was more commonly

known as British Union (BU) for short. 
   Mosley's British Union won several local

elections. 

Charles Bentinck Budd was elected in 1934 in
Worthing, and always wore his full BU "Action

Press" uniform to council meetings, leading the
British daily newspapers to describe the pleasant
and happy seaside Sussex town as the "Munich

of the South" due to his electoral victory and the
high local membership (150+ card carrying

members; men and women, young and old). 

Another BU member Sydney Crosland was
elected in Littlehampton, Sussex and his father
Rev. James Crosland was also a BU member and

Church of England clergyman; the Vicar of
Rustington. 

                                                                                                                                                               



RONALD CREASEY

Mosley Blackshirt Charles Hudson was elected in
Bognor Regis also in Sussex. Ronald Creasy was

elected as a BU councillor in Eye, Suffolk in 1938
and I had the pleasure of hearing him speak at a
Friends of Oswald Mosley (FOM) dinner during

the 1990s in central London, together with
Mosley's beautiful and elegant second wife Lady
Diana Mitford, who I corresponded with when
she retired to France. I am also in contact with

OM's son Max Mosley who has always defended
his father's reputation. Although British Union
never won a parliamentary seat during its brief

eight years of existence, two former BU
members; Major Sir Jocelyn Morton Lucas KBE,

MC and Harold Soref were later elected as
Conservative MP's to represent Portsmouth

South and Ormskirk, Lancashire in 1939 and 1970
respectively. 

SIR JOCELYN MORTON LUCAS

Prior to his election, Major Sir Lucas had been
the Portsmouth District Officer of the BU and
both he and Soref retained their strident anti-

Marxist views, with Soref later becoming a
leading light in the influential anti-immigration

Monday Club which was led by Mosley's stepson
Jonathan Guinness during the 1970s.

   In 1948, Mosley formed a new party called

Union Movement (UM) which advocated a
radical new policy of "European Socialism",

"European Workers' Syndicalism" and "Britain
First in Europe a Nation" - a new European Union
for the European Peoples independent of Global

Capitalism, Usury and International Marxism.
During 1953, UM member F.B. Price-Heywood
was elected as a local councillor in Grasmere,
Cumbria and Mosley personally congratulated
him on his successful election campaign in the

pages of the weekly UM newspaper "UNION". BU
veteran and UM member Robert Saunders of the

National Farmers' Union was elected to Dorset
Rural District Council during the 1950s, and BU

and RAF veteran Frank Cork DFC was successfully
elected as Mayor of King's Lynn, Norfolk during
1977. Mosley's Union Movement continued to

use the slogan "Britain for the British" (first used
during the glory days of the British Blackshirt

Movement) and in 1952 Mosley campaigned for
an end to non-European immigration and in

favour of the financially-assisted repatriation of
African and Asian immigrants to good jobs and
homes in their own lands. What a contrast to

UKIP and the Brexit Party who prefer non-white
"Commonwealth" immigration to white Eastern
European immigration! (The Communist Party of
Great Britain-Marxist Leninist CPGB-ML endorse
the multi-racialist Brexit Party led by the former
City stockbroker Nigel Farage!). Thankfully, NBU
and the League of St George (LSG) still promote

Mosley's great ideas in the 21st century to a new
audience of British Youth.

                                                                                                                                                               



HAVE YOUR SAY
MAN OF PEACE

Some years ago I attended an open meeting at
my local Church of England vicarage which was
held to discuss various topics for local residents
over tea and cakes. I was taken aback when the

Vicar made the following statement: "Hitler,
Mussolini and Mosley are all in Hell with the
Devil" (notice he didn't mention the Soviet

Communist mass murderer Stalin who was on
the Allied anti-fascist side from 1941!). I spoke

out and said "What about Churchill who bombed
German men, women and children in Dresden,
Hamburg and Berlin during the War? Sir Oswald
Mosley was a man of Peace who wanted to stop
another bloody war in Europe." Needless to say
there was a very awkward silence in the Vicar's

living room to say the least which you could have
cut with a knife!

The Vicar later tragically committed suicide as
reported in the "Daily Mail" at the time. I have no
idea where he is now and it is between him and
God whether he is in heaven or not. He was said

to be troubled after being struck down with
cancer a few months after the meeting which

affected his state of mind. Perhaps he, like many
of our fellow countrymen and women fell for the

lies of the Jewish press?
In my booklet "Fascism and Religion" (Steven

Books, London 2012) I provide an extensive list in
the appendix of the many Christian Priests and
Vicars both Catholic and Protestant who were
members and supporters of Mosley's pre-war
British Union of Fascists and post-war Union

Movement.

Yours in Union,

Robert Best, West Sussex

LONDON COFFEE MORNING

In the past two months NBU London have
convened two successful coffee mornings in

Central London. Whereas the first coffee morning
in May only attracted two party members June’s

attracted no less than five ready and eager
participants, with the event lasting roughly three

hours. However many members who had
pledged to attend (even up until the evening

before), did not. London NBU is steadily gaining
momentum, but we need to develop a high trust
political and ideological offline community with

which to create the environment in which mutual
cooperation and the sharing of useful ideas and
information becomes common place within our

branch. We would also like to start discussing the
next local and London elections so that at least a
fraction of our membership are ready and able to

realistically stand as independents. If you are a
member in Greater London, and especially if you
are thinking about running in an election, then

please do get in touch with us to attend the next
coffee morning which will be held some time at

the end of July. 

Simon Sharkweight NBU Officer for Greater
London 

NBU MEDIA REPORT

It has been a very turbulent month in the
running of NBU Media. On the 5th June, there
was a communist YouTube purge that affected

many nationalist YouTube channels, including You
Kipper, The Great Order, Xurious and of course,

NBU Media. Since then, I have been working
hard uploading all the videos that were on

YouTube to BitChute, a video sharing platform
that advocates for freedom of expression. As of

writing, the BitChute channel has ~50
subscribers, which is brilliant for a channel which
has only really been active for less than a month.
However, it needs to still grow by lots. This purge

                                                                                                                                                               



is a sign that the elite are getting extremely
worried about the rapid momentum of

movements like ours across the western world.
Remember, what doesn’t kill you makes you
stronger. Please subscribe to our BitChute

channel here:
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/newbritishu

nion  

UNION MOVEMENT PART TWO

The Union Movement was launched in 1948 with
ten founding principles.

THE UNION OF EUROPEAN PEOPLE
RESIST COMMUNISM AND FINANCE

A NEW CIVILISATION AND WAY OF LIFE
POWER BY VOTE OF THE PEOPLE

ABOLITION OF THE PARTY SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT OF AFRICA AS AN ESTATE OF THE

EUROPEAN
ABOLITION OF CLASS, PRIVILAGE AND

HERIDITARY WEALTH
HEREDITY SERVICE IN CREATIVE ENTERPRISE 

THE WILL OF THE PEOPLE SHALL PREVAIL
THE DUTY OF SERVICE

In post war Britain these principles were radical
to say the least, but none could be implemented

until power through government had been
achieved. Efforts to gain support from European
Parties were hindered by the British authorities

decision to deny Mosley a passport. This
restriction lasted for four years!

Other tactics used to stifle the growth of UM
included almost total exclusion from radio and

the banning of the party from using halls
controled by Labour councils. (sounds familiar).

Street meetings were held and were popular,
perhaps because the Zionist 43 group often tried

to disrupt them and usually received a good
beating for their troubles.

Dispite these obstacles, in just a few years UM
grew to having offices in London, Manchester

and Birmingham. UM had a drum and flag corp
for street activities and produced its own local

newspaper. A UM candidate attracted 33% of the
vote in Shoreditch. Marches and rallies regularly

drew crowds of several thousands.
In 1962 Mosley attended the Conference of
Venice and met with representations from

political parties in Germany, Italy and Belgium to
promote the concept of Europe a Nation. It was
at this meeting the decision was taken to mount
a joint campaign by forming an electoral alliance
under the name of the National Party of Europe.
The conference issued a declaration that pledged

while Europe a Nation would have common
policies on foreign affairs, defence, finance and

scientific development, national governments in
each member country would retain full power

over social and cultural policies.
Despite well attended public meetings, the idea
of Europe a Nation failed to capture mass public

support. In the 1966 election UM fought just
three seats. Mosley fought East London, Jeff

Hamm fought Manchester and Dan Harmston
fought North London. All three ran vigorous

campaigns, but no seats were won.
Four years later UM mounted its last ever major
election campaign in the Greater London Council
elections. As always the major parties had almost

unlimited access to telivision and other main
stream outlets, while UM faced almost a total

news blackout(nothing changes).
In spite of this media bias the UM still managed

to attract over 10,000 votes.
But for Mosley his political struggle was over.
With his wife Diana he moved to France to be

nearer the heart of the Europe he so loved.
Sadly, Sir Oswald died in December 1980.
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           TEN POINTS FOR
ACTION

           1

The establishment, by legal and constitutional
methods via a general election, of a British

Fascist government of national unity, including
the frequent and systematic use of national
referenda to reflect the declared will of the

British people.

2
The creation of national syndicates in Britain -

occupationally-specific legislative entities
comprising of workers, employers and

consumers which exclusively decide policy
and regulation within their field. Higher

wages, lower prices, increased pensions and
equal pay for women. ‘Make Money the

Servant and Not the Master of the People’.

3
Putting Britain first in a united European
family of nations. We stand for European

spiritual unity so that Europe stands as one, in
face of common enemies. This entails working

with individual nations and their respective
leaderships, independently of the European

Union.

4
An end to mass immigration to protect British

workers' job opportunities, housing spaces,
education availability, health service quality

and social welfare. The promotion of realism,
love and concern for British and European
Civilisation, and the firm denouncement of

racial hatred.

   5
To encourage consumers to buy British goods

and foodstuffs in order to create more jobs
and to grow the domestic markets.

6
The restoration of law and order in

accordance with the will of the people, with
tougher sentences for serious criminal

offences. This includes the re-introduction of
the death penalty.

7
The conservation of our green and pleasant

countryside with heavy fines for pollution and
litter; a ban on overbuilding on green belt

land; support for organic farming and small
traditional family farms; and higher standards

of animal welfare, both farm and domestic.

8
The strengthening of Britain’s national

defences and armed forces, with a British
nuclear deterrent independent of N.A.T.O.

9
A foreign policy of putting British national

interests first; of non-interventionism; and of
building mutually-beneficial relationships with

all nations.

10
       Civil and religious liberty for all.

                                                                                                                                                               



QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS FOR THE

DAILY MAIL
When, where and why did the New British

Union of Fascists (NBU) start?  For example who
were the founders, and what were the early

hopes in the beginning?

Formed by myself in 2012. Over recent years it
began to become clear that a form of fascism

would be required to save our once great
country, that it hasn't yet formed in the minds of

the people is down to us to rectify.

  What are any lies or misconceptions you would
like to correct?

The truth is that Fascism is NOT National
Socialism (Nazism). Fascism stands for the

Corporate State, while the National Socialists did
not. Point 13 of the Programme of the National

Socialist German Worker's Party stated: "We
demand nationalisation of all businesses which

have been up to the present formed into
companies". It should be noted that the left-wing

Communist, International Socialist and Marxist
enemies of Fascism also want nationalisation. For

a long time, the Italian Fascists regarded the
Nazis as copycats.

Nazi Germany invaded Poland together with
Soviet Russia, as part of the Nazi-Soviet Pact. The

Italian Fascist Foreign Minister, Count Ciano,
denounced the pact as a betrayal of the true

spirit of Fascism. Polish Fascists were murdered
by both the Nazis and their Communist allies.

Fascism is not racist or anti-Semitic, while Nazism
undoubtedly was. Sir Oswald Mosley stated in his

writings and speeches that races are different
and should be preserved, but he was opposed to
the persecution of other races. Mosley opposed

the mass immigration of Africans, Asians and
Jews into Britain, but he did not hate them. The
British Union of Fascists had Jewish members,

and Mosley's post-war Union Movement formed
an associate organisation composed of ethnic

minorities who supported his policies.
Mussolini's Italian National Fascist Party (PNF)

had Jewish members and was not originally racist
or anti-Semitic, but in 1938, the Duce regrettably
adopted racist laws under the influence of Nazi

Germany. The British Union never made the
same mistake.

 What is the main aim of the movement? 

We all know under the present system you could
stand a monkey in a red or blue rosette and they
would get elected. The party system is all about
voting for the party and not the person, fascism

will end this charade. There would be no
opposition shadow government with their noses
in the trough blocking the action of government,
what we promise to do will be done! Every MP
elected to serve the people under one leader

loyal to Queen and country, government of the
people for the people by the people. Fascism is

the future.

 How are things now, do you think life in Britain
is getting better or worse and in what way?

History is written, not so much by the victors, but
by those who control the means of

communication. And so for the last seventy years
liberals, socialists and communists have spewed
out their hatred of British Fascism and all it has

stood for in the trade’s union-funded newsletters
and websites, the school textbooks, the

university journals, the academic works, the
popular novels, the songs, the newspapers, the
magazines, the television documentaries, and

even, the Hollywood movies.
This has made our task difficult but not
impossible;The first truth on the path to
enlightenment is that liberalism leads to

persecution. Remove the smiling mask from a
liberal and you will see a face snarling with
satanic hatred of all that makes us British.

 Many right-wing political groups have been
driven underground or discredited. However the
Blackshirt newsletter is talking about recruiting

                                                                                                                                                               



new members and gaining political seats. How
do you as leader of the NBU plan to bring your

movement out of the shadows and into
mainstream political life?

The whole objective of New British Union
movement is revolutionary. In other words to

achieve success we must achieve a revolutionary
change in the minds of the people themselves.
There is a great deal of superficial talk about a
vague thing called “The revolutionary spirit”.

Some of it comes from those who contribute to
its ends by talk alone. What they do not realise is
that the achievement of revolution can only be

successful when based upon the solid
achievement of sheer hard work brought about

by the revolutionary in their community.

On the work of members in this patient
community propaganda is laid the underlying

soundness of organisation, the necessary basis
for all revolutionary action. In the great advance

our feet must be firmly planted not on the
shifting sands of flux and hysteria, but on the

firm rock of British Fascist discipline. This
discipline now rests in the new advance of our

movement upon the individual and as such
becomes an even finer thing.

How has the recent situation with the NBU’s
Regional Officer for Glasgow, Alexander Agnew,

being sentenced to community service for
sending emails to Anas Sarwar affected things?

Alex admits he was wrong and made a stupid
mistake. He apologised and offered to resign . It

has made absolutly no difference to the
movement and I asked Alex to stay on as one of

our officers.

What are the long term objectives of the NBU?

To end political correctness and bring common
sense back to Britain. The truth is that we live in
a sham democracy, we are governed by a bunch

of self-interested limited-issue minorities,
elected not for their intellect but because they
are political party members who are allowed to

determine our lives from cradle to grave.

New British Union must keep building support
and membership to represent the silent majority.
The majority of British people tired with the old

politician's game of musical chairs can find in us a
real alternative, a movement of the people for

the people by the people. A movement that
intends to act and fulfil its promise free from any

democratic shackles.

What would you say to anyone who does not
trust you or thinks you will harm this country?

The questions about Fascism are always about
peace and prosperity. But when posing this

question we should also look at the result of
democracy and democratic governments and

their record of peace and prosperity. A Corporate
Fascist Britain would desire only peace, it can

give reality to collective security by a new
collective corporate spirit in face of the common
menace to Europe and the British nation state,

which is the ceaseless intrigue of Socialist power
that seeks to gain power and influence, by

negotiation and fair speech, for the destruction
of Western civilization by the simple process of

first dividing the advanced nations of Europe and
then setting them at each other's throats in

quarrels which have neither material nor spiritual
relevance to reality. The system of Financial

Democracy is crumbling in decay and collapse
throughout the world and especially in

Europe. At home here in Britain there is an
economic and social transformation to be carried
through which amounts to an all out revolution.
All our resources and all our strength is needed

for that transformation and the stricken and
bewildered peoples search for an alternative to
the old parties and democracy, and alternative

which presents hope, peace and economic
security. The alternative of the modern

Corporate Fascist Movement rises with the stark
realism of granite above the confusion of present

politics not only as a rock on which humanity
may build anew but as a conception illuminated

by the highest ideal of national and world
citizenship which has yet animated the soul of

man.  

                                                                                                                                                               



If there was one thing you could say to the
public, what would it be? 

Fascism is a movement of action; it discards what
does not work in favour for what does for the

good of the state and the people. British Fascism
reflects the British character and as in the past

differs from Fascism abroad.

Fascism is merely another way of doing things;
the third way if you like, not far right or far left it

is directly opposed to the establishment’s
political system of sham democracy. Fascism
stands for the people; it is classless and only

interested in what is best for State, people and
Country.

As Fascism would deprive the political class of
their highly paid positions and would do away

with the failed party system, a system that
hamstrings the government from delivering on
their manifesto pledges, it has suffered decades

of abuse from the establishment. Traffic Wardens
enforcing parking regulations are deemed

Fascist, as are teachers handing out detention or
policemen enforcing the law. The establishment

have invented ‘fashion fascists ‘,’ food fascists and
a plethora of other fascists that are held up to

ridicule and labelled jobs-worth or ‘little Hitler’s’.

Make no mistake this has been done to discredit
the term, to make out that all forms of

enforcement and disciplines are fascist and
against freedom even though they often benefit

society. The truth is Fascism is a political
ideology, just like socialism, liberalism,

nationalism or conservatism is, the only
difference is that Fascism believes in people not

politicians. Only Fascism stands against the
present corrupt political elite and would rid the

country of these parasites in one swoop.

What is Sham democracy?

In the present democratic system your MP is
voted into office by gaining more votes than all

the other candidates standing in the
constituency. Let's look at this in greater detail.

Imagine a by-election takes place, there are six
candidates representing different political

parties. These people have been put forward by
their party's membership, which is a tiny

percentage of those eligible to vote. They then
receive votes from say 40% of voters and are

placed by number of votes each polls. So from a
constituency of 100,000 registered voters the

result was;

Blue 11,000-27.5%
Red 10,500-26.25%

Yellow 8,500-21.25%
Green 6,500-16.25
Purple 2,500-6.25%

Grey 1000-2.5%

A total of 40,000 votes cast. Blue wins the seat
with 27.5% of the vote.

Looking at the bigger picture this means 72.5%
voted for someone else and out of the whole

constituency including those who chose not to
vote at all means a staggering 91% of people did

not vote Blue, and yet it is Blue that now
represents them all in Parliament!

The whole structure of the democratic
Constitution has been the work of those financial

lords and commercial potentates who have
disposed the true nobility. Everything has been
done with solemn invocations in the name of

liberty. It meant, in actuality, economic licence
and political irresponsibility in every sphere of

national life it meant the dictatorship of privilege
and corruption. Fettered by fear, held down by
wage shackles, restrained on every side by the

deliberate inefficiency and impotency of a system
designed to be completely inaccessible to

influences of reform, the people have been
forced to submit to a process of slow

emasculation. The Bourgeois-capitalist ruling
caste has purposefully extinguished every vital

impulse within the nation.

                                                                                                                                                               



                                                                                                                                                               


